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I think that it is an instructive exercise to _

review 1977 with a critical eye to identify our.

weaknesses and mistakes.
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It is possible for us to engage in

I
1

,
REVImv OF 1977

INTRODUCTION

comprehensive planning for 1978 that we were unable

to do in 1977 for.good and obvious reasons.

A year ago, we were all preoccupied with the

problems of transition, theorganizat~on of the

White House staff, the selection of your Cabinet

( and numerous other decisions which dealt with

organizing and assuming the responsibilities and

i

"

powers of the Presidency.

I believe that we have all profited from the last

ten months and are wiser from our collective

experiences~ We have also experienced some set-

backs and made mistakes which can be avoided

and should not be repeated.
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I have attempted in this review to answer several

questions:

do the American people expect
resident Carter?

~-HOW as President Carter perceived by
~~/. the rican people in his first year

I . ?v.v... a.n 0 ceo
'~ .

-How did President Carter actually
spend his time?

In answering these questions, I have compared

the foreign policy and domestic dimensions of -

each subject. I did this for several reasons:

-Foreign policy and domestic issues bring
conflicting political pressures to bear
on a President.

-The foreign policy and domestic in-
stitutions of government compete
actively for the President1s political
support.



-Foreign policy and domestic advisers
compete vigorously for the interest,
time and attention of the President.

-These conflicting political and in-
stitutional pressures must be
continually reconciled and do not lend
themselves to either long-range
planning or easy solutions.
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THE EXPECTATIONS OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

As a beginning, it is a worthwhile exercise to

examine and understand the reasons for your

.election as President. Certainly, your moral

and political right to lead this coUntry is an-

chored in the collective hopes and desires of the
American people :-:-----

_Why then was Jimmy Carter elected President of

the united States? What do the American people

expect of this particular President? It is cert-

ainly reasonable to expect that the American

people will continually measure your performance

as President against their collective expectations.
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To deve~op

"

-measure C:;iu,progress
. ~ "',."",

'viewed the po;t::'gE~~;.w..-e:J.

we can" ".

res, I have re--'

survey of the

American people conducted-for .us by Pat Caddell

and Cambridge Survey Research. The persons in.:...

terviewed were asked to state what four things

they thought President-elect Carter should do as

President. The graph that follows '_isstated ·.in

terms of what per cent of those persons inter-

viewed thought that each topic was one of the

four .most important matters and/or problems de-

serving Presidential attention and action.

)



In January 1977, the American people were asked to list their top four
areas of concern for President Carter to work on - their respense:'

Jobs/Unemployment 78%
Tax Reform 1------------------,r-S-2-%-o-------'

Stimulate Business & Economy 1----------------rSO%I---------------T-~Welfare System Reform 44%~---------------1New Energy Policy 44 %~-------------r_--Restore Trust in GOyt. 38%~---------~---------Fight Crime
Reduce Defense Budget

Health Care
,Reorganize Fed. GOYf.
"

Reshape Foreign Policy
Problems of Cities

Reduce Nuclear Proliferation
Race Relations

o Domestic

Eil Foreign

"Seur ce: Cambridge Survey Research. January, 1977 Survey
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2. Foreign policy issues have a secondary pol-

itical impact on the voting attitudes of the

American people. In this particular survey,

the broad topic of "domestic issues" was ascribed

a value of approximately 80% and the broad topic

of Itforeign policy issues" was ascribed a value

of about 20%.

The conclusions that can be drawn from this

analysis are obvious and not surprising:

1. The American people continue to show that

their major personal concerns are economic -

jobs, unemploYment,inflation and the general

condition of the economy.
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Introduction

1,

THE PERCEPTIONS OF THE AMERICAN PEO~LE

Studies have shown that" the news'media is"the dom-

inant force in shaping the "attitudes and pe~cept-·

ions of the··~erican people about political figures,

Ls sue s ,..and news events.

The President of ,the United States is able to dom- -0,

~.

inate the American news media in a way that is im-

possible for political leaders at other levels of

our political system. I would contend that the

American people develop a tolerance - if not an

immunity - to what their Pze sLde.at; says. There

is a consious'or subconscious expectation and

.:
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ident says or

the fact thatsornething the Pres-

does will be in the newspaper_.~

on the evening news. ~

acceptance of

every day and

This presents interesting problems and oppor-

tunities for us which should be analyzed in terms

of the goals and objectives of your Presidency •.

A good start is a detailed analysis of the media

coverage given your Presidency in the first

ten months you were in office.

Nethodology

As was previously stated, the dominant force in

shaping American public opinion is the news media.

Studies have shown that the evening network news pro-

grams are the single-dominant force in the per-

ceptions of the American people about their poli-
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tical leaders. It is estimated that the three

evening network news programs -'ABC,CBS and NBC

have a combined national viewing audience of ap-

'pro~imately?million viewers.

,Consequently, to measure how the ,first year of

your Presidency,was perceived by'the American·
, ,

people' vis-a-vis the' news media, we have conducted"

a detailed analysis which uses the network news-;~' programs as the basis for the study.

:-::--

As you know r: each day the Press Office prepares

'a "Daily News Summary" based on an analysis of,

the network news programs,'wire stories and news-

"..,-

paper editorial comment. In their analysis, they

measure very precisely (to the second) how much

time each s+ory was allotted on the news program.,

As the basis for my study, we have done the fol~

lowing: :I



-Broken the news stories from the network
evening news into simple catagories by -:i-ssue
or topic.

-Calculated for the month and the year how
much time cumulatively was devoted to each
issue and/or topic by the three networks.

-Using these catagories and totals, it is
possible to make some judgements about the
interaction between the news media and your
Presidency.

The single criteria in this study for a news

story to be included in this analysis is what

I call "Presidential involvement". This means

that if a news story co t~.nned the comments that,
oday ~at ••••••• " or, "It

I

~s~dent Carter plans to

"Carter

liThe President

was learned today

send the Congress

My point here is that the controlling factor in

determining whether or not a story was included

in this analysis was the mentio~ of the President's

,



name in connection with an event, a story,:~

program or an issue.

And although this is certainly not an exact or

perfect measure of the perceptions of the Amer-

ican people, I would contend.that it is less ar-

bitrary than other methods which might be used •

•
g a eMW &
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EXPLANATION OF CHARTS IN MEDIA STUDY

The charts which follow deserve some comment and

explanation; and are preceded by a general

.listing of the issues which comprised three

broad categories: "Foreign Policy/Defense,"

"Domestic Goals and Programs," and "Other."

-The first two charts in this section
measure the amount of time devoted to
domestic issues cumulativelY and by
month •.

-The second group of charts in this section
measures the amount of time devoted to
foreign policy issues cumulatively and

··by month.

-The summary chart compares the cumulative
time spent on foreign and domestic issues.



It,"
LISTING OF ISSUES IN'MEDIA SURVEY BY CATEGORY

FOREIGN POLICY/NATIONAL ,SECURITY

Arab boycott Pipeline
Arms sales SALT
B-'l bomber South Africa -
CIA-payment Trade issues/shoe .imports/

textiles *
-Ch Lna

Concorde * Travel - foreign

Cruise missile Uganda,,'

Cuba Uruguay

Foreign visitors USSR

p VietnamHuman rights/SAkharov

Illegal aliens * Zaire

Korea/Singlaub/Copter down

Latin America

Mideast

Northern Ireland

NATO

Neutron bomb

Nuclear test ban

Panama Canal treaties 'I

)

* covered in both domestic and foreign policy issues

t

f
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LISTING OF ISSUES IN MEDIA SURVEY BY CATEGORY

DOMESTIC ISSUES

Abortion Labor law reform
Airline deregulation Minimum wage
Bakke case Marijuana decriminalization
Blacks/minorities Mass transit
Breeder reactor No-fault insurance
Budget Oil tanker standards
Cargo preference .Pipeline *
Concorde * Reorganization/staff

reduction
Congressional relations

Retirement - mandatory
Consumer agency

Disaster relief
Social security

Education/busing
Steel prices

Economy/$50 rebate
Stripmining

.Tax reform
Election law reform

Energy
Trade issues/shoe imports/
textiles *

Environment Travel - domestic
ERA Urban policy
Ethics Veterans/draft
Farm bill/policy Water projects/draught
Food stamps v·

:velfare reform
Hospital cost-containment Wiretapping/bugging
Illegal aliens *

Jobs bill/unemployment

*covered in both domestic and foreign policy issues

I •
_:.



MISCELLANEOUS

LISTING OF ISSUES IN MEDIA SURVEY BY CATEGORY

Major Appointments

Democrat/Campaigning

Ford and Carter

Carter Inauguration

Lance

Liddy

V.P. Monda~e

Style (personal/family/vacations)
"Andrew Young

'.0-:."";.-;- ." - .
: ;..



353 Domestic Issues As Reported By The National Media*

Domestic Priorities
of the Carter Administration

Other Reported Issues/T opics

38

J.f$."~,,'b~~~~"~"":~~~"~~,,~q,~~ (,..~~\•...~~ ~~~ q,~c- ~"•...'b~"~~~
~~ '!::.~ q,•.•." ~ J.~<::l••••~~ ~~:t> ~ •..• ~~•... ~~ ~'li !lI•••.q,~

~ ,,~ ~ e ~~~ ~ ~~c;; ~~" ,,'t> ~ _,,\.~
~'b<"; ~~, (,..*' " ~ ~

"Cumulative minutes of coverage of three major network news programs.
From detailed analysis Jan.-Oct. 1977.



Domestic Priorities of the Carter Adminisfrafion*

Energy
100.--~------.

80 ~

-a>
I:>'~ 60 I-
a>
><:)
u
'0
'"~== 40l-.:

::E-

-

Economy
40r--------~

Reorganization40r-------------~

20

FMAMJJASO

Budget
40r-~----------~

~.'..•.

<~ r- •.•.•.-I:;.
.. 1' .

-.

;
..

20

FMAMJJASO

Social Security40r-------------~ Welfare Reform40.----------~

20 .....- 20 20

j.
. 1'""""1-. ;:~. r-0 0 0

F M A M J J A S 0 F M A M J J A S 0 F M A M J J A S 0

·Detailed monthly analysis of network evening news (Jan - Oct 1977)
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Foreign Policy Issues As Reported By The National Media*
~ y

--+- - V\ - CY lJ \.AIo V'''- v" r ).I

Foreign Policy Priorities
of the Carter Administration

Other Reported Items

S1 48

·Cumulative minutes of coverage of three major network news programs.
From detailed analysis Jan.-Oct. 1977.

- I
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Foreign Policy Priorities of the Carter Administration*

Mideast

SALT/Soviets
40.-------------------,

80 .-----------------~

20

F M A M J J A S 0FMAMJ JASO

South Africa
40~--------------~Human Rights

40r---------------~

20 20

F M AM J'J A S 0F M A M J J A S 0

*Detailed monthly analysis of network evening news (Jan - Oct 1977)
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How President Carter Spent His Time (Jan 77 -Oct 77)
As Reported by the Media*

Other

'I.. Foreign Policy-
National Defense

.Detailed analysis of network evening news (Jan - Oct 1977)

4S

Domestic Goals
& Programs

. &AW£CZ 122 : WWa&JMtJJi!I



following chart takes the major components of that

HOW THE PRESIDENT SPENT HIS TIME

Yo~ can certainly make a valid argument that the

President's priorities are generally reflected

by the vlay he spends his time.

With the help of Tim Kraft's office, we have

conducted a very extensive and detailed study of

how you spent your time in the first ten months

of 1977.

The details of this study will be presented to you

later in the month in a comprehensive report, but the

report and.measuresthe comparable amount of time

you sperit on foreign and domestic .issues.

, ~- .:.



Domestic/Political*
Members of Congress 162
Govenors,Mayors & Local Officials ., 21
Other Political Leaders ~L_: 18
Speci al Interest Grou ps ~__~ ~__f:~l~j-~L-';3S

(includes Labor, Blacks, Hispanics, Women, Consumers,' i,"'l,',.,;';· _
Environmentalists, Ethnic Groups, etc)

Summary of- Presidential Meetings, Jan-Oct 1977',

* Excludes al y Brzezinski briefings and meetings with NSC staff on Foreign Policy matter

-** EiCiiidesprivaie meetings with White House Staff on~es --->



"Domestic/Political" section of the chart you

Disclaimer - "Presidential Meetings" Chart

It is difficult..;. if·not impossible - to meas-

ure precisely the amount, of time spent on foreign

and domestic issues. It is important, however,

that I point out one discrepancy in this analysis

that could not be' avoided because it was imposs-

ible to get ·-the information for several more weeks.

In the "Foreign Policy/Defense" portion' of the

chart, you will see the catagory "Separate and

Group Meetings with Vance, Brzezinski, and Brown

on Foreign Policy/Defense Matters". In the

will not find a comparable component which meas-

ures the amount of time that you)spent in meet-

ings with domestic members of your Cabinet •

•
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It was not possible for me to obtain this inform-

at ion from the Scheduling Office for several more

weeks.

However, I would still contend that the general

time comparison presented in this chart is valid*

(62% of your time spent on foreign policy/defense

matters and 38% of your time on domestic issues).

The fact that we do not have included in this

chart the amounti+of time you spent with domestic

members of your Cabinet on issues is offset by:

-A good portion of time spent with members of
Congress was on foreign policy issues.

-A portion of your time with special interests
groups was on foreign policy issues.

-In terms of your private time for reading,
study and preparation, more of your time is
spent on foreign policy than domestic issues~

*The archivist who accounts for your time and pro-
vided me this information supports my argument
that the 62%-38% figure is accurate.

1\
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In support of my contention, let's consider the

amount of time that is actually required for an

official State Visit.

In addition to the "actual scheduled time" which

appears on your offical schedule, there is:

-Preparation time which requires reviewing
the Briefing Book, determining what you will
say at the Welcoming Ceremony and at the
State Dinner.

-Bilaterals usually 'go longer than scheduled.

-Private time after the State Dinner that you
spend with almost every important visitor.

I believe that you will find the following chart

interesting. It shows the extraordinary emphasis
-

th~tyorihaveplaced.onbuilding relationships

with other nations. It also shows that an enorm-

OllS amount of your time was spent in this effort.



Meetings between US Presidents and
Foreign Chiefs of State/Heads of Government
- in first year of office

John F.
Kennedy

lyndon B.
Johnson

Richard M.
Nixon

Gerald R.
Ford

,
• If scheduled foreign trip tokes place this year,

this number will increase to 71.

r----------j *I I

':68

:~-'~'.

Jimmy Carter



SUMt'1ARY

I have attempted in this section to measure

the following things:

-What the American people expect President
Carter to work on and/or accomplish.

-What President Carter was perceived as work-
ing on.

~How President Carter actually spent his time.

These three dimensions are measured and recon-

ciled in the following chart. And although my

methods are not exact and somewhat arbitrary, I

believe th conclusions re sound.



•
The American People • • •

What they expected of
President Carter

r----.--., How President Carter
"""" actually spent his lime

'........... ,.,."

""" """,

""" How they perceive ,//
"""',~~~,Sidentcarte:////

:;r-:'- _
- --- ---- -----

Foreign Policy /
Defense

Cambridge Survey % of Media Coverage % of Meeting Time
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.THE CARTER ADMINISTRATION AND THE CONGRESS

••It is important that we .understand and appreciate

the critical role that the Democratic leadership

and the Democratic members of Congress have played

in our legislative progress this year.

Although party discipline in the Congress is not

rigid (some would say not effective), we are the

partisan feelings that do exist

and are evident.

I-I
I
I
I

I
I
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With the help of Frank Moore's staff, I have

attempted to measure and present the degree <;>f

support for key Administration issues by party_

in·the following chart •
r.

.,;,

e.
If

._e

e ) e
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Congressional Support for Administration Priorities, by Party *

House of Representatives

289

Senate
62

Democrats RepublicansDem ocratsRepubli cans

* Based on 34 key votes in House. and 26 key v~tes in Senate as determined by Congressional Relations Stall

________ .u~,_t.i.!i_••••••::s._._,,_:;: ,..-.,_ •••••...."..__ .:••••,•••••, __ ,_Q.._+,P.09'. .....,••.. _._pP! _"_;!II/!!Mb_~;;!II!II,Ad~a~ft'I..,,;.·I!;'J.. :}km::.-1.:~_,!
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We have also analyzed and tried to demonstrate

not only the high proportion of Democratic support

for key Administration bills but also our slight

margin of victory in passing these measures.

We have chosen votes in both houses that

are key Administration measures to demonstrate

the party alignments this year that have

been typical.



Close voles in Congress on key issues
HOUSE

289

Democrats Republicans

289

i1~m 146
H61%)}-,
fif;if~;~~"~W''l1_:,:w; 21

Democrats Republicans

• Motion to kill Energy Bill
Administration position won 219 - 203

• Coal Conversion
Administration position won 221 - 198

• Natural Gas De-regulation
Administration position won 221 - 199

• S1.4 billion for construction of five
B-1 bombers

Administration position won 204 - 194

289

Democrats Republicans

289

Democrats Republicans

3

146

"", 17



C lose Votes in Congress on Key Issues

SENATE 62

• Motion to table Pearson/Bentsen Amendment
(de-regulation)

Adm inistration position won 50-46

" 38

62

et Social Security Financing
Administration position won 42-41

(with VP breaking tie) 2

62

38
• Presidential Pardon of Draft Resisters

Administration position won 48-46
:~~r
.~hw.»:bf~~~f=3~~:~

Democrats Republicans

. '. . •... ~ - *' .-
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CONCLUSIONS

It becomes apparent from this analysis that the

Carter Administration is the chief beneficiary

of the heavy Democratic majorities in the Con-

gress, ,and that we also benefit from the parti-

san attitudes that develop on specific programs

and goals of this Administration.

This has several clear implications:

1. We should be very active and very visible

in the 1978 elections. More on this in the

next section of this memorandum, but heavy Demo-

cratic losses in either house of the Congress



will seriously jeopardize our chances of pass-

ing progressive legislation (welfare reform,

tax reform, national health insurance, etc.) in

1979 and 1980.

2. To the extent that your actions as Presi~

dent - substantively and symbolically - are

those expected of a Democratic President, it

will help us tremendously among Democrats, the

nd.par-

ticularly with the Democartic members

gress.

For example, rightly or wrongly, Dr. Burns rep-

resents symbolically traditional Republican

philo~ophy.' To most Democrats, he represents

the flawed economiri policies of the last eight

years, a lack of concern for the disadvantaged
.;!

)

~-~•.',.'~ •....
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of a Democratic President.

I

i

I

and a strong bias for big business. I dontt

think that this perception is fair or complete-

ly accurate, but it is the way that Dr. Burns

is perceived by the people who elected you.

My argument to you in simple: Without aband-

oning your conservative fiscal approach, you

will be a stronger and more effective President

politically if your actions are those expected
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THE 1978 CONGRESSIONAL ELECTIONS

The 1978 Congressional elections are important

to your Administration and to your Presidency for

two reasons:

1. The real damage.to our policies and programs.

If we suffer Congressional losses of the mag-

ni tude th~_!-.have been predicted by some .of

the knowledgeable Democratic observers,. we

would lack the margins to pass many of our

controversial programs through either house

of the Congress.
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2. The perceived political damage which will

be attached by the press and political

critics to the President if we suffer large

Congressional losses. The result will be

that we are held politically accountable for

our losses in 1978 and given very little

credit for the successes.

It is worthwhile first to understand the recent

history of the Congressional losses suffered by

the party in power·in the off-year elections.

The following chart illustrates this history.

2
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The losses in the Senate appear less dramatic due

to the fact that only thirty-three seats are up

every two years.

since the 195D ~l~ctions, the party in power has

experienced consistent losses in the House of

Representatives and in the Senate, the only ex-

ceptions being the slight Senate gains in 1962

and 1970.

Because the present Democratic majorities ln

both houses of Congress are so heavy, an

argument could be made that an active President

confroriting controversial issues must expect

Congressional losses in the off-year election

at least as great as the historical average -

thirty (30) House seats ~nd three (3) Senate

seats.

. .



The Democratic leadership in the Congress and

the leadership of the Congressional Campaign. 'Com-

mittees which monitor these races closely expect

us to do worse than the historical average. If

this proves true, we will find ourselves polit-

ically handicapped during 1979 and 1980 as we try

to pass progressive legislation through the Con-

gress .

I
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-Presidential campaigning

Our Role in the 1978 Congressional Campaigns'

You have already made a commitment to the lead-

.ership of the House and the Senate that you will

be active .inthe 1978 Congressional campaigns.

Our collective help can and should take many forms,
including:

-Vice-Presidential campaigning
--Spouses and families of President and Vice-

President campaigning

-Cabinet members campaigning

-White House staff campaigning

-Direct financial assistance from DNC

-Technical assistance from DNC on campaign
management, polling, issue analysis and fund-
raising



As a practical matter, it will be impossible.for

you to campaign in the marginal House seats as there

are so many involved. We can have Administrat'ion

officials at the Cabinet and sub-cabinet level rep-

resent us in many of the House races.

My own recommendation would be that you and the

Vice-President focus almost exclusively (with some

exceptions) on the Senate races for several reasons:

-The marginal Senate seats are a manageable
n~~ers of races that you and the Vice-President
can concentrate on and have a great impact on.

-\'lhilecampaigning in key Senate races, you will
be helping the entire ticket, including the
House members. Also, in choosing where we go
in a particular state to assist the Senate cand-
idate, we can be sensitive to marginal House
races in that same state.

-We have been stronger politically in the House
this year than in the Senate as is witnessed by
the legislative successes we have had in both
bodies. We need to minimize our losses and/or
make gains in both Houses ·of Congress, but this
is particularly true of th~ Senate.



"1-__ -

Assessment of the Senate Races

With the assistance of theVice-President's staff

and Frank Moore, I have conducted a political survey

of the Senate seats that are up in 1978.

-- To begin w i.t.h , it is important for us to analyze

e· not only who is up, but what their record of support
for key Administration measures has been. This is
illustrated on the following chart.

i'f.),>.
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DEGREE OF SUPPORT FOR KEY ADMINISTRATION ISSUES
AMONG SENATORS UP FOR RE·ELECTION IN 1978*

: .

Clark, Iowa Democrat 92.0% ~~~~~~:·Ka~~~s. \i:h;;:i)i~ljl~~@;publican .,:,L60·:9«{J
, .~-'; •.~.~""",~..;;;..;,;..~,...••;~~w!o;,~·,>, '~.kta:,J.i,'~i~'~~'...oa...'" H'NC~it'_' h"'· .•••~

Biden, Delaware Democrat ';':' 91.3 Eastland, Mississippi .:~.'·;~.t~iW<l;.;Democrat'. 59.1
". .... ".~.;:;;.":'" .:~..' .

Anderson, Minnesota ". Democrat. 87.5 Johnston, Louisiana:'\:tX;~;Democrat 59.1
Pell, Rhode Island;.... Democrat '.,87.0 Nunn, Georgia. Democrat 57.7
Haskell, Colorado :/:>:: " Democrat·· 85.0 ~':;Baker,Tenness~~·;g;;;'·~~~r.~~i~f~:R~publican 50.0 )t~
Mcintyre, New Hampshir; {j~~.:Dem~crat" , 82.6~, . ':~h~iffir1:'Mi~hig~';!i~' ..... ·f":;Re·pOblica·~:\:L47.6/':~

Hathaway, Maine><i.;?f.'·+:{kS.;'~;be~o~ra{;,.d;;·,79.2.. .~.ih,~r.ffi:~pir~?~,~&:,~r~!:~~p'~bli~a~:;~.··it.45.f(i:~.
Abourezk, South Dakota':', '.'" Democrat "'. 78.9 t Domenici,NewMexi~«( Republican·/ 42.3-~~

:::::;n~:~::::';k>;~';;;~;::::.:;~ ,',;:::,1,.~'~~~~:!:~;:~!:rl~'~1:~~tf.~:::~:::::.~i~::!kl~
~a~dolph, .~eslV!rgini~.:b~!·'\'k~.t;>emo~rat:::1;:;:.:74.1·...:"i:~;:.Curtis, N~braska·2?;¥:... . . ·~"'t·:Hepubli~an··,.):233.3 '.•,'~i.::~~:~:::r~~:I$t'~~i~~I~E:~~i:~?~i::;~l~t~~~~;~::::::~·F"~::;l

;:~Case;NewJersey\;~::~ iRepubIiCao~4~1~~64.0!P: ·..Bartlett, Oklahoma:'" :f~Republican .','•• 21.1 ;~.&
~Bi~~k~:M~s;~chij ..... "~P~~u.£lt."'~"6~~A;;:" :;: q~ii'e~~so;:,:"<, ·Rep~pl.ic~n·;t;%16;7..J

.~'.McClella,:"~~.~~~.!~s ~~~~i~!ll{~1gi.~~:.~1~
• Based on analysis by Congressional Relations Staff on 26 key issues.



Several observations on this chart:

-All the Democratic Senators up for re-election
in 1978 have at least a 50% rating of support
for key Administration issues.

-Most of the Republican Senators who are up for
re"election this year who have supported us
more than 50% of the time are considered '''safe''.
The exception is Case who will have good Demo-
cratic opposition •.

-The group of Senators who receive the highest
rating from our analysis are without except-
ion the moderate and liberal members of the
Senate.

-This same group of Senators are the ones who
face the greatest amount of opposition in 1978.
Anderson,_ Pell, Haskell, McIntyre and Hathaway
all have very difficult races. Clark would have
had a tough race if Governor Ray had decided to
oppose him.

-Conversely, tlie Democratic Senators who have
shown the least support for our legislative
initiatives are the ones who are considered
"safe" in terms of their re-election campaigns •.
Eastland, Johnston, Nunn and Huddleston fall
into this catagory.

-There are as many opportunities to pick up
Republican seats as there are opportunities
to lose Democratic seats ..

)

......



-r itical personalities involved.

I•

joint assessment of the Senate seats up in 1978.

With the help of Frank Moore, the Vice-President's

staff and friends on the Hill, we have made a

The chart which follows is an attempt to present

the best current thinking as to what will happen

in each state. The focus of this analysis is

whether or not the seat will go Democratic or

Republican. The focus is on the seat, not the pol-

For example, in spite of Senator McClellan's

recent death, there is a feeling that the Demo-

cratic nominee will win that seat because Arkansas

is a Democratic state and there are a npmber of

good potential candidates for his seat. Conse-

quently, for the purpose of this analysis, we put

Arkansas in a "leaning Democratic" column.

,
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Early Campaign Trips

I believe that there are very good reasons for

your taking two campaign trips in the" first few

months of the year.

Trip I would take you to Delaware "for Biden,

Maine for Hathaway, New Hampshire for McIntyre,

and Rhode Island for Pelle

Trip II would take you to Minnesota for Anderson,

Colorado for Haskell and Iowa for Clarke.

The advantages of your taking these specific

trips are:



1. It will be clear signal to other Democrats

that you are going to be active on behalf. of

the party and its candidates.

2. This particular group of senators are all

in trouble and your early and. active help will

indicate to the Congress that we do not forget

our friends and are not reluctant to campaign for

Senators in tough races.

3. As was demonstrated earlier, this same group

of Senators have supported the Administration on

key issues more-·than 80% of the time. These seven

Senators are the top seven in terms of their

support on key votes.

4. ·You will have to campaign for this same group

some time during the year. If you do it early and

get it out of the way, then you will be able to

.,'

.; ... :".
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Recommended Early
Presidential Campaign Trips, 1978



spend time later in the year helping Democratic

challengers (like Ravenal in South Car-oI Lna)

to Republican incumbents who will not be nominated

until late in the Spring or the Summer~

5. Reports of the help you are able to give

these Senators will get back to the Hill and will

help to counter the rhetoric that "Carter is go-
"ing to be a liability" and II Carter has no coattails.

. .... "
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CONCLUSIONS

You have already made a strong commitment to

be active in the 1978 Congressional elections.

In terms of other things which need to be de-

~
cided soon and/or done, I have two recommenda-

tions:

First, that you take the two early trips
I suggested during the first several
months of the year, February, March or
April.

Second,that you reinforce with the Cabinet
directly the political mechanism for
their appearances on behalf of members
of Congress. Frank Moore's office is
set up to clear Cabinet appearances to
avoid having us campaign for people who
have not supported us or.turn down in-
vitations from people who have supported us.

~j

II



I don't think that anyone in your Cabinet or

i't

SETTING PRIORITIES AND. THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

)

Introduction

on the White House staff has any serious object-

ions to the quality of your decisions as Pres-

ident or major criticism of the processes used

to make these decisions. I do think that we

have not dealt adequately with the continuing .:.:~

)~
relationship of foreign policy decisions to the

.J

domestic political situation. An analysis ,.



for setting priorities and goals for this Ad-

~..•

of the foreign policy decision-making process

is presented for your review and consideration.

Secondly, I have tried to present what I be-

lieve to be a simple and very practical system

ministration. Building on the excellent work

done by the Vice-President in preparing for

1978, I believe that the system presented here

will be a useful tool.

.r:':
And finally, I have presented an example of the

kind of comprehensive policy/political planning

which should be an integral part of this process.



SETTING PRIORITIES

It is my strong contention that we cannot expect

the American people to understand the purpose of

your Presidency if the leadership of your Adminis-

tration - your Cabinet and staff - does not have

a collective sense of your goals and priorities.

Although you have a strong personal sense of the

relative importance of each program and policy,

you find it difficult - if not impossibe - to say

that "this problem is not important enough to

merit my personal attention".,> As a result, too

«'-~
*
\
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many policies, programs and issues receive

what I would describe as excessive(Yresidential

attentioC0and absorb too much of the precious

~olitical and moral capita~ of your Presidency.

We need to devise and seek a consensus on a

system that will allow you to assess the

relative importance of issues and programs

and make decisions which will have clear

implications as to how each program will be

managed, politically and substantively.

I believe the fOllowing chart outlines a

system that meets the practical need

we have for setting priorities.



SETTING PROGRAM AND POLICY PRIORITIES FOR THE CARTER ADMINISTRATION

PROGRAM/POLICY
DEVELOPMENT

PUBLIC
PRESENTA TION/EDUCATION

PRESIDENTIAL
INITIATIVE

Subject mattor designated by Pres-
ident as "Presidential Initiative"

Public announcement by President
of Initiative

Options paper presented to the
President

Continuing statements of focus and
sup~ort

Use of maximum public relations
tools I. e. major speech, fireside chat,
etc.

Briefing(s) with President, effected
agency huads and White House
Staff to discuss options .

Decision made

CONGRESSIONAL
PLANS COORDINATION

White House Congressional Relations
Staff has primary rflSponsibility

Designation of lead Agency and
White House Staff Coordinator

Coordinates lobbying efforts of
affected agencies

Formation of Working Group to
coordinate White HOU$8/Agency
activities

Consultation with Congress during
program developmant Development of political work p

for approval by the PrflSident

Presidential involvement at briefings
and at critical stages of Congressional
debate

Cabinet involved when necessary

ADMINISTRATION
INITIATIVE

Subject matter designated by White.
House as "Administration Initiative"

Joint announcement by President and
Agency head

Agency-White House review. options
and makes final recommendation to
President,.,
PrflSident reviews and approves final
program

Agency head has primary r~ponsibility
for public education

Very limited Presidential Involvement

......... ~..... '.. ~~..--...•...,....•....• ~'.- .... -.. "':.-."

Agency Congr_lonal liaison has
primary responsibility

Agency workplan prepared and
approved by agency head

Limited White Housa Involvemant White House Staff (Domestic
Council or NSCI reviews and
approves work planPresidential involvement only in an

emergency situation when recom-
mended by White House Congress-
ional Relations Staff

4U' ::';.1&I.a s=



THE FOREIGN POLICY DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

I have attempted in this section to analyze the

manner in which foreign policy and nationalsecur-

ity problems are presented to you for decision

and implementation.

I would contend that the process you have devised

for making these decisions is efficient, deliber-

ate and \V'ell-organizedto insure inp~t from your

principal foreign policy advisers. '~

You have heard the allegation that there is no

systematic or organized political input into the

many foreign policy decisions that you must make.

This weakness in our system is perceived and also

!

.. ' ".
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real. It has been greatly exaggerated, but

it is a fact that information, problems and

recommendations on foreign policy matters are

presented to you for decision without the benefit

of comment or reaction from the members of your

staff who will have to explain your decision or

action (Powell), deal 'with the Congress in

passing related legislation (Moore), and

develop a strategy for winning political and

public support (Jordan)~

As- is demonstrated in the follmving chart, there

are four people who are' primarily involved in

foreign policy decisions: the President, the

Vice-President, the Secretary of State and the

National Security Adviser. The Secretary of

Defense and the Director of Central Intelligence

are involved in those decisions that have major

defense and intelligence components~

r

I
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Foreign Policy & National Security Decision Making Process
PRESENTATION OF PROBLEMS
& INFORMATION DECISION MAKING IMPLEMENTATION
STATE

• Secretary's daily report
• Important diplomatic messages
• Weekly breakfast meeting with President
.Frequent direct communication with President ~.

NSC---- .
• Brzezinski daily briefing
• NSC paperwork and communications ~
• NSC meetings
.PRM process
• Frequent unscheduled meetings with Brzezinski

• Notations on State, NSC, CIA,
and Defense reports

STATE

Defense ~
• Frequent communications with the Secretary
• Written and oral reports

~:.~o~ra~l~d~ire~c~ti!ve_S_&_d_e_Ci_sio_n_s------~ NSC.-c- to principals

--...!. Decisions made at scheduled _
•. Defense& group meetings

• Formal decisions on NSC/State
documents & PRM's CIA

CIA
• Daily intelligence report
• Weekly intelligence meeting with President.
• Special reports as requested and/or needed

••••••
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None of the principals involved in these de-
.

cisions are immune to political considerations,

but they are preoccupied with other dimensions

of the problems and decisions.

As President, you are focused on understanding

the problem and making quality decisions that are

compatible with your view of the world and our

--t foreign policy goals.

Vice-President Mondale is learning with you and

trying to as_~_~styou in making these difficult:

decisions.

secretary of State Vance is preoccupied with the

management, implementation" and negotiation" of these

decisions'and policies.

National Security Adviser Brzezinski is responsible

. -.. "-



'1

-tvhat are the domestic political Lmp Li.cat i on s
of this action or decision?

·1
I
I:,

for presenting you with the views and opinions

of your other advisers while trying to reconcile

.your day-to-day decisions with IOrig range policy
goals.

With these responsibilities, it is understandabla

that when the four principals sit down to make

e
--

a major decision, there is not a person who is

preoccupiedexclusi vely with the political dir..en-

sions of the decision, including:

-Will Congressional action be necessary?

-Is Congressional notification and consult~tio~
needed? .

-Which groups and organizations should be CO~-
suIted and/or notified in advance of a pub11c
announcement?

-How should this action/decision be prescntc~
to the American people?

•~:,



-Are the political implications of this de-
cision compatible with our priorities,
the Congressional schedule and our own pol-
itical schedule?

In the previous chart, I outlined the fourteen

most obvious ways that information and decisions

,are presented to you and the several ways that

these decisions are implemented. There is not a

single person on the WhiteHouse staff outside

of the National Security Council who sees or re-

views any of the information going into or coming

out of your office. Dozens of foreign policy

bureaucrats will see these materials and know about

your decisions, but your political staff will hear

about them from someone on the Hill who has good

contacts in the State Department or read about them

in the newspaper. And from that point on, we are

reacting politically to a decision made by the

Administration instead of taking the political

'initiative.

aLsa=



I should emphasize that none of us on the White

House staff wan·t to be or expect to be foreign

policy experts or decision makers. We could·

point out political problems and opportunit~es if

involved early enough in the process.

In fairness to Zbig and his staff, they have made

a continuing effort to keep us informed. But

until some slight· adjustment is made in the

process that.has evolved that requires systematic

political input, the high quality of your foreign

policy decisions. will he undermined unnecessarily

"-----l?ydome·stic political considerations. believe that
~

this slIght flaw can be corrected very simply

and in a way that does not complicate nor compromise

the process by which you presently make decisions.



In fact, the recent history of American politics

THE 1980 PRESIDENTIAL CA.1\1PAIGN

It is not too early to begin to think and plan ·for

the 1980 Presidential campaign.

And in our planning, we should presume the worst,

and resist the historical arguments and notions

that you will be re-electedPresident simply be-

cause you are the incumbent.

would suggest that that theory about incumbent Pres-

idents is no longer valid, or· at least, it is·les~

valid than at any other period in our nation's

-•• It~~ ' • : '. • "'" I sa

history .
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Recent examples to support this argument:

-LyndonJohnsonann6uncedhis intention not to
seek re-election after Eugene MGCarthy's strong
showing in the New Hampshire. There is little
doubt that Johnson would have sought re-election
absent strong political opposition to him within
his own part.

-Gerald Ford barely won the nomination of his
own party. He won the nomination at.the Rep-
ublican National Convention.

-Gerald Ford lost the. general election to Jimmy
Carter.

In summary, I feel strongly that we should pre-

sume the worst and assume that we will be challenged

.\vithin our own party and also face strong opposition

in the general election.

Need for Early Planning

There is also a tendency to think of the next

election as being further off than it actually is.



..'

In a little more than two years from now,tl}e

Democratic primaries and caucuses will begin_

,Without involving you unnecessarily or taking

any of your time, we should begin a planning pro-

cess that is informal and comprehensive with the

'goal of developing a 1980 campaign strategy that

is compatible with the goals and objectives of

your own Presidency.

The general process is outlined in the following

"1980 Timetable" for your review and comment .
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Timetable for 1980 Presidential Campaign

Majo,.·
Political

Events -

1978

'". , .
-.-; ~~'-.~ ..:

.,;. v: , ~ ~ •• !

Congrll$SKinal
Elections.

1979 1980
<.~~:'~;'::~:-:.---~.

Midterm' '-.' '3:(:
ConferenceC-">,o' :

Ger
Ele.

Democratic.
_National
Convention

Democratic
Primaries.
Begin

~.-;}:~~~~~
,i Strategy,_
·.Developnient~

f~·-:)'-}i~6~1

-:,- ,. '.

t;·~·:··'~~y?S~~~~~
..Organi~atio!!:

;.::·!/jt{~?::~~'

.Planning
Group Formed

• Plan for 1980
Developed

• Reviewed and Approved by
President and Vic.,.President

elmplementation
Begins

-------------t----- Meets on Monthly Basis -----t---------~--------

• DNC National Surveys
Continue on Quarterly Basis

• Carter·Mondale
'80 Committee Formed

• National Headquarters
Opened

• National Staff
Hired

• Low-Profile Work in _
Key States

• Key Leaders and
Workers Identified

• State Functions at
White House

• State Plans
Developed

• President and Vlce-Presjdent
Active in Targeted States on
Sehalf of Democratic Candidates

• 19BO Fund·Raising
Plan Developed

• Segin Implementation of
Fund·Raising Plan

• Sudgets for Key
States Prepared

• National Budget Developed
and Reviewed by 'BO Planning Group

• State Headquarters i"
Key States

• State Headquarters in
Every State

• Staff for Key
States Hired

~'Ii:,--:::-:-:::-~:'--'-+--------------+-------------+-----------

~;~fil
COllateral

-Activities

s .•..

• State Surveys in Early
Primary States Begin

• Media Plan for 1980_
Prepared for rlJanning Group
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The Planning Group

The first step wou Ld be the formation of the

1980 Planning Group. It should.be relatively

small, i,nformal and would attempt to keep its act-

ivities out of the news although 'I think we all

know how difficult that is to do.

The membership of that group should include:

Kirbo forhi;-general advice and counsel.

Powell for his knowledge of the news media.

Rafshoon for his advice on media and themes.

Caddell for his understanding of the mobd6f
the country.

Moe for his political knowledge and to repre- .
sent the Vice-President.

Lipshutz for his knowledge of the Federal
Election Law and fundraisins.

Kraft/Wise for political organization.

Strauss for general advice and counsel.



Political Prognosis

~Some of my own thoughts on W1 happen in the-

-We will face a seiious challenge from within
our own party and also in the general election.

1980 Presidential campaign:

-The chances are greater, in my opinion, that
we will be ambushed in our own party than de-
feated in the general election.

-There will be a coalition of persons and groups
within the Democratic Party that will form to
deny you the nomination.

-The challenge in the party will come from the
left.

If I had to paint the worst possible situation,

it would be that we wou Ld be challenged by both

Jerry Brown and Ted Kennedy. They will agree that I,

their first objective will be to defeat you and

that they will fight it out late0 to see who gets



-Brown will concentrate on the West where Carter
was weak in 1976 and where Brown is strong.

"
the nomination. Their collective strat~gy:

-Kennedy will focus on the Northeast and the
Midwest whe re the traditional Democrats, ethnics,
and urban Catholics are concentrated.

-Brown and Kennedy will encourage favorite son
candidacies in key states (New York) to deny
Carter successes and momentum.

-The Brown-Kennedy coalition will be comprised of
disenchanted party activists, liberals, Jews,
urban ethnics, organized labor, minorities,
women activists and key big city political
machines.

--------------------~--~--~---------------~~------~--
This then is the worst. possible case . The only 'tvay

to insure that it does not happen is to prepare for

it happening ..

r



It is difficult, if not impossible, for a pol-

itical leader to maintain the same precise pol-

itical coalition over an extended period of time.

Apolitical leader's base usually changes, but,

there are very few politicians who are able to

survive major shifts in their basic coalition.

Consequently, it is necessary to counter loss

of support within a particular group or constit-

uency with gains in other groups •

.In terms of what was previously described as the

"Key Carter Constituent Groups", I find the·

slight increase' of support among southerners and

,Hispanics encouraging, the slight decrease in sup-

pO'r<t;among---,l>eIriocr'a:t:s;and;un:it>h:-niemberspredictable,

and the sharp decline in stipport among Jews and

blacks a cause for real concern.
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'~.PROFILE OF KEY CARTER CONSTITUENT GROUPS'

In the following chart, I have identified the

key constituent groups that were responsible for

your election. The disproportionate support given

us by these overlapping constituencies were re-

sponsible for our narrow general election victory.

The basis for this comparison is the amount of

support each group provided in the general elect-

ion (as was determined by a post-election survey'

conducted by Cambridge Survey Research) and

the "job performance" ratings from'an,October

survey from Cambridge Survey Research.

·t
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Key Carter Constituent Groups*

General
Election
Support

DEMOCRATS BLACKS

'-

JEWS SOUTHERNERS

"Based on Cambridge Survey Research, Post Election 'Analysis & October, 1977 National Survey

-

68%

UNION MEMBERS

68%

HISPANICS



A Plan for Dealing with Constituent Groups :

Although you spent a modest amount of time

this year dealing with organized constituent

groups, it was almost always in reaction to

some problem they had or specific need we had.

I would like to outline for your consider-

ation a positive plan "whereby we take the init-

iati ve in dealing \vith these groups in a w"ay

that enhances t.he vquarrt Lt.y and quality of their

support for the goals and programs of this

Administration.

If we don't present our programs and plans to

these groups and their leadership, they are

put in the position of sitting on the sidelines, -

"'
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analyzing and usually criticizing your pro-

grams not because they are against you, not

because they want you or your programs to

fail, but because they were not consulted and

.do not understand what it is we are trying to

accomplish.

I believe that we all become callous (if not

immune) to the great attraction of the Presi-

dency and the ~vhite House. The plan that· I

r
i

recommend calls for our taking the initiative

in doing a series of things with these various

groups. It has the following components:

White House Dinners. A small number of White

House Dinners.

Major Speech/Address. A substantive speech

on an issue of concern to several of these

groups.

r
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Informal White House Events. Picnics or re-

ceptions for several groups, particularly for

groups. of early Carter supporters from key prim-

ary states: New Hampshire, Iowa, Florida, etc.

Meetings with the President. Private brief

meetings with you. I would recommend that we

do this early in the year so you can present to

these various groups your legislative prior-

ities for 1978.

( Special Constituency Press Briefings. Some of

these groups - particularly labor, Jews and

blacks -have-very extensive and effective ways

of communicating. Your spending thirty minutes

every six months with some of these groups would

insure positive support of our programs. A good

example is the UAW newsletter which is attached.

The AFL-CIO has a newsletter than has a circu-

lation of 14 million people.
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Constituent Plan for 1978

::;, ' Major
z.: Speech or
;~..''. . Address
~'t ~:,<:;,c:onvention
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-Ken Curtis is a wonderful person, but he has
not been a strong and effective chairman.

f

-Phil wise's early departure left Ken with-
out a strong and effective internal manager
that could work closely with us.

".

THE ROLE OF THE DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE

Introduction

For a variety of reasons, .the Democratic Nat-

ional Corninitteehas not been as effective a

political mechanism as it can be and should be.

There are a number of reasons for this, including:



-I did not pay enough attention to the
continuing problems of the DNC.

.'
Although there are certainly limitations to

what the DNC can do, it can and should be a pol-

itical assest, .not; a---liability. "In the past

few months it has become a political liability

that requires our attention and action.

For the purpose of making these d~cisions, I

would like to outline for you what the DNC
should be.

Purpose of the DNC

The goals of the DNC should be to:

,-;-Mobilize -,'supp¢'rtfor the President's pro-
grams '



-Monitor the processes of the Party,
particularly those dealing with the rules
for selecting delegates for 1980

-Stay in touch with Carter supporters and
Democratic leaders anq activists

-Payoff old debts

-Provide financial and technical assist-
ance to Democratic candidates, and

-Try to build and develop .the Party.

Measuring our performance this year against these

objectives, I would say that:

-~ve have done a good job in monitoring the
party rules.

-Ne have done a very good job in terms of
retiring the old debt.

-We have done an adequate job in terms of
providing technical assistance to candidates.

-We have done a less than adequate job in
keeping in touch with party leaders and act-
ivists and our Carter supporters.

-\ve have done a poor job in mobilizing sup-. -
port for the President's programs and in
trying to build the partp.

,.'
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Domestic issues comparison

This charts the amount of time devoted by the news

media to each of numerous issues. For comparison,

i made an arbitrary judgment that certain issues

were prioirtiy isses. They included:

-The economy

-Energy

-Reorganizaiton

-Welfare reform

-Budget

-Social security

The amount of time eac h of these isseus attracted

on the networks is presented here.

I then presented other issues which received time ~ft~

in exceess of 15 minutes. These issues are gauged

on this same chart and deserve special attention and

comment later.



~~
~~iOOk at the ideal

person should possess:

qualities which a chair-

....

Overall, if pressed to ~rade the quality_of

the performance of the Democratic National

Commi ttee, I would give ita C or C-. ~ve can

and should do better.

Need for New Leadership

I have had a frank talk with Ken Curtis and he

will be ready to leave in January if we can come

up with a replacement by then.

-The ability to work well with the pol-
itical people at the White House

-Knowledge of and credibility with our early
Carter supporters

.-;;

-Someone with technical political skills
who can plan for 1980 and also see that
the DNC is a politic~lly sensitive oper- ,
atiori Il.

t-
I
!

I
I
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-A good fundraiser

-A good manager and a leader

.
Joel McCleary is doing a superb job as Treas-

urer of the DNC so the fundraising component ~s

.less essential. There still obviously are very

few people who possess all or even most of these

qualities.

I have reviewed numbers of lists of people in

trying to develop some good candidates. I have

reviewed Ldst s,of .ouzxent; state party chairmen,

previous chair~en, early Carter supporters, former

governors and members of Congress, party activists,
:->

and asked people I trust for some suggestions.

I must confess.that we have identified very few._

good, new names for your consideration~ These

are the best candidates, in order of my own pe~-

sonal preference and evaluation •

.J
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-He is sophisticated politically and can
deal effectively with the diverse
groups and people who make up the
Democratic Party;

f

'",
:,

l~

"

Tim Kraft is the best person possible to be

chairman of the Party.

The advantages of Tim Kraft are:

-He is totally loyal and committed to you;

-He knows the early Carter supporters and
also the Democratic party leaders and
activists;

-He is well organized and hardworking;

-He is a natural leader and earns the
respect and loyalty of those who work
for him;

-He is a good manager and can make the
changes and improvements at the DNC
that are needed;

-By being Chairman of the Party, it would
be a natural thing for him to run the
1980 campaign. He has always been my
choice for 1980.

His disadvantages:

-He is valuable to you "'here he is, although
I wou Ld argue that Phil Wise"could easily
move up and take over Tim's present
responsibilities;

".' .
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-You will probably find him reluctant to
leave the White House. You would have
to either ask him" to do it for you
cr talk him irito it.
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-He would make the changes and improve-
ments that are needed at the DNC;

i,

Bert Lance is another person who could be con-

sidered.

His advantages are numerous and obvious:

-He would be totally loyal to your

-He would be a strong leader;

-He would be a great help in fundraising;

-As Chairman, he could be a great help
in working with the Congress;

-He would be very popular in the South
and with certain elements of the Party;

-He is anxious ftnd willing to help us
.anyway "'::-this·wouldprovide him with a
base of operation.

His disadvantages are:

-We would have to wait until his legal
problems are resolved and the DNC needs
new leadership as soon as possible;

-He probably could only be a part-time
Chairman and would need the support of
a strong Executive Director;

,J
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-His selection would be controversial \V'ith
some elements of the Party and might
result in a messy fight to get the
DNe to approve his selection;

-He would not be a candidate for the
1980 campaign manager's position.





•
Anne Wexler would be my third choice to head

the Party. She is the most effective woman

I know in American politics.

Advantages:

-Widely respected by Democratic Party
activists and leaders;

-She is totally loyal to you;

-She is a superb manager;

-She is good at poli~ical organizatitin;

-She would provide strong leadership
for theDNCi"----

Disadvantages:

-She has the reputation of being a
"liberal" and would not be well
received initially by conservative
labor people and conservatives in
the Party;

-She does not know our early Carter
supporters.

~.
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CONCLUSIONS

T believe that the plan outlined here is pos-

itive, practical and takes a modest amount of

your own time. Going into the 1978 elections

and a tough legislative sessions~ we will need

the goodwill and support which will come from

the implementation of such a plan.

Rosalynn might have different and/or better

ideas about how to deal logistically with these

various groups. This was just my first at-

tempt to present a listing of groups that need

to be included.

. .
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leadership. and management at the Democratic

I
J

There is no question in my mind that Tim Kraft

is by far the best choice we have to be DNC

Chairman. He comes as close as anyone

possibly can to having all of the necessary

traits. You will have to decide first

whether or not you can afford to lose him

here. He does a superb job managing your

time and the scheduling staff. I believe you

can afford to .lose him because I.think

Phil Wise can quickly learn the job.

Tim is capable of providing the kind of

National Committee that will transform

what has become a political liability into

apolitical asset.

, .. ' ·1



at all possible,so to prepare for the transition

The decision about the ONC chairmanship s~ould
be addressed and decided before Christmas_if

between the old chair and the new chair. If_
you decide to go with Tim, you will have to make
that request personally and probably have to talk
him into it.

.-l'f
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